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Encompass Life Coaching

Helping global workers 
navigate change with 

confidence and clarity.



Where are we going?

We want to reframe and 
approach transition seasons 
in ways that are purposeful

and positive.



I have taken thousands of people across [the river], and to all of them my river has been 

nothing but a hindrance on their journey. They have traveled for money and business, to 

weddings and on pilgrimages; the river has been in their way and the ferry man was 

there to take them quickly across the obstacle. However, amongst the thousands there 

have been a few, four or five, to whom the river was not an obstacle. They have heard its 

voice and listened to it, and the river has become holy to them, as it has to me. 

— Siddhartha, Herman Hesse



The Transition Curve
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Marion Dicke, 2001
Adapted from Transitions by Bridges 

and The Change Cycle by Brock and Salemo
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Planned or 
Proactive

Unplanned 
or Reactive

Internal
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Life Values Inventory: www.lifevaluesinventory.org



Planned or Proactive?

Unplanned or Reactive?

Internal?

What kind of transition are 

you currently experiencing?



More than just change, but a change that 
involves an inner component, requiring an inner 
re-orientation.

In other words, change of outward 
circumstances might be the trigger for 
transition, taking place in an instant, but the 
adaptive, inner work takes time.

TRANSITION IS…



CHAOS



Confusion is a word we have invented for an 
order which is not yet understood.

— Henry Miller



UNCERTAINTY



We get mixed signals, some from our old way of being and some from a way of 
being that is still unclear to us. Nothing feels solid. Everything is up for grabs. Yet 

for that very reason, it is a time when we sometimes feel that anything is possible. 
So the in-between time can be a very creative time too.

— The Way of Transition, Bridges

Uncertainty: Fertile Ground for Creativity



Although I didn’t know how I was going manage it, I knew that 
dealing  successfully with the transition was going to require 

me to accept uncertainty as my new reality.

— The Way of Transition, Bridges



To be certain of God means that we are uncertain in all our ways, we do not know what a day 

may bring forth. This is generally said with a sigh of sadness; it should be rather an expression 

of breathless expectation. We are uncertain of the next step, but we are certain of God. 

Immediately we abandon to God, and do the duty that lies nearest, He packs our life with 

surprises all the time.

— Oswald Chambers



INSTABILITY



- The Way of Transition, William Bridges

As rock climbers try to move only one hand (or foot) at a time, 
keeping the other three points of contact with the rock solid, so the 
person in transition will usually do well to use the rest of his or her 

life as a series of “holds” while making a transition elsewhere.



Recognize…others around you have their unique 

perspectives as well!

The lens through which you view this transition is unique.



Redefine what it means to be certain.
TRANSITION RESOLUTION
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EXPECTATIONS
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Recommended Resource:

Expectations and Burnout by Sue Eenigenburg and Robynn Bliss, 2010





Me
My Company

Where do expectations 

come from?

My Community
My Host Culture
God



What needs to be 

communicated and to whom?



What is the correlation 

between expectations and 

burnout?



What needs to be adjusted, 

tweaked, or overhauled?



Transition Resolution: Visit 

and re-visit your expectations



THE WORK OF 

TRANSITION
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- The Way of Transition, William Bridges

Transition, on the other hand, is the process of letting go of the 
way things used to be and then taking hold of the way they 

subsequently become. In between the letting go and the taking 
hold again, there is a chaotic but potentially creative "neutral 
zone" when things aren't the old way but aren't really a new 

way yet either. This three-phase process-ending, neutral zone, 
beginning again-is transition.



Transition

• Often requires a shift in energy 

expenditure

• Contains opportunities for new 

beginnings

• A place where God is always at work



The Outward Components

of Transition

• Planning • Doing

• Closure

• Examining Expectations• Preparing

• RAFT and CABIN



The Inward Components

of Transition

• Rest • Reflection

• Capturing 

Insights

• Grieving Losses• Forgiveness

• Values 

Clarification

• Celebrating 

Victories
• Identity, Purpose, 

and Calling



The Transition Curve

ENDINGS
NEW 

BEGINNINGS

NEUTRAL 
ZONE

Disengagement

Disidentification

Disenchantment

Disorientation

Denial

Disappointment

Celebration

Closure

Contentment

Emptiness

Chaos

Confusion

Discovery

Low Productivity

Anxiety

Embracing New Dreams, 
Visions, Vocation

Anticipation

Feelings of Motivation

Inner Realignment

Reorientation

Marion Dicke, 2001
Adapted from Transitions by Bridges 

and The Change Cycle by Brock and Salemo



Some Issues Commonly 

Addressed in Transition

• Identity • Wholeness

• Default 

Behaviors

• Trust Issues• Purpose

• Character Issues

• Values



Deciding What Matters Now

Glass and Rubber Balls



Build a RAFT

Reconciliation
Affirmation

Farewells

Think Destination

The RAFT model is from Third Culture Kids: Growing Up 

Among Worlds, by David C. Pollock, Ruth E. Van Reken, 

and Michael V. Pollock (3rd ed), Nicholas Brealey 

Publishing, 2017.

https://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QsBgkwWRY_l-bzmC87ySoBUAAAFwrlwSgAEAAAFKAfvnqnQ/https:/www.amazon.com/Third-Culture-Kids-3rd-Growing/dp/1473657660/ref=sm_n_ma_dka_SG_pr_ran_0_0?adId=1473657660&creativeASIN=1473657660&linkId=ee10644ba4ca81123f80e73161798211&tag=f07701-20&linkCode=w43&ref-refURL=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.figt.org%2FOnline_Bookstore&slotNum=0&imprToken=.e-KqET0FUz9D3bquDNXFA&adType=smart&adMode=manual&adFormat=grid&impressionTimestamp=1583473235064


Build a Cabin

Count the cost
Acknowledge the losses

Bless those who leave

Invest in your community
Nest…stay well

*Adapted from a blog post by P. Stallings. 
https://velvetashes.com/build-your-cabin/, May 28, 2015.

https://velvetashes.com/build-your-cabin/
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What if…
…this current transition you 

are in was specifically for you?

What might God be up to?

What’s His invitation to you?



Transition Reflection Questions

• What season of transition Am I currently in?
• What if I honored His ways instead of demanded my own?
• What if I made intentional choices to live according to my desires 

rather than my default behaviors?
• What if I trusted Him to provide everything I needed for life and 

godliness in this exhausting process of getting from shore to 
shore?

• What if I decided what I want to be true about me when I emerge 
on the other side and cooperated with God as He makes me into 
that person?

• Do I see transition as chaos or opportunity for transformation? 
Which one has been my go-to paradigm?



Resources for Transition

Transitions Resource Packet:

https://encompasslifecoaching.podia.com/transitions-resource-packet?coupon=TRPFREE

Needs and Values Clarity Session: https://encompasslifecoaching.podia.com/need-and-values-assessment-

and-coaching-call

1:1 Transitions Coaching: https://www.encompasslifecoaching.com/schedule-life-coach-call

Tools for Transition Men’s Retreat – May 20—22 in Lake Tahoe, CA. Learn more here: 

https://www.encompasslifecoaching.com/mens-retreat

Virtual Tools for Transition Retreat, Dates TBA. Join the wait list: https://mailchi.mp/cd49a63e4295/bmqlci8znl

Subscribe to the Navigate Podcast: https://www.encompasslifecoaching.com/podcast

https://encompasslifecoaching.podia.com/transitions-resource-packet?coupon=TRPFREE
https://encompasslifecoaching.podia.com/need-and-values-assessment-and-coaching-call
https://www.encompasslifecoaching.com/schedule-life-coach-call
https://www.encompasslifecoaching.com/mens-retreat
https://mailchi.mp/cd49a63e4295/bmqlci8znl
https://www.encompasslifecoaching.com/podcast

